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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the MusiClef data set, a multimodal data set
of professionally annotated music. It includes editorial meta-data
about songs, albums, and artists, as well as MusicBrainz identi-
fiers to facilitate linking to other data sets. In addition, several au-
dio features (generic low-level descriptors and state-of-the-art mu-
sic features) are provided. Different sets of annotations as well as
music context data – collaboratively generated user tags, web pages
about artists and albums, and the annotation labels provided by mu-
sic experts – are included too. Versions of this data set were used
in the MusiCLEF 2011 and in the MusiClef 2012 evaluation
campaigns for auto-tagging tasks.

In this paper, we report on the motivation for the data set, on
its composition, on related sets, and on the evaluation campaigns
in which versions of the set were already used. These campaigns
likewise represent one use case, i.e. music auto-tagging, of the data
set. The complete data set is publicly available for download at
http://www.cp.jku.at/musiclef.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Information systems [Information retrieval]: Evaluation of re-
trieval results—Test collections; Information systems [Information
retrieval]: Specialized information retrieval—Music retrieval; Ap-
plied computing [Arts and humanities]: [Sound and music com-
puting]

General Terms
Measurement, Documentation, Standardization
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MusiClef, Multimodal Music Data Sets
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With the digital information age, a continuously expanding col-
lection of media items has become available to an ever growing on-
line audience. This collection also encompasses many music items.
As the amount of items has grown too large to be humanly oversee-
able, intelligent automated techniques are necessary to describe and
organize them, and to allow human users to navigate among them
and retrieve the items they are looking for. For the music domain,
this boosted advances in an area known as Music Information Re-
trieval or Music Information Research (Music-IR).

The relatively abstract nature of music makes both the develop-
ment of automated music analysis and description techniques, as
well as their evaluation, challenging and non-trivial tasks. In ad-
dressing these, it has increasingly been emphasized that both de-
velopment and evaluation should take place with users and real-life
scenarios in mind, and that the experience of music is not just es-
tablished by an audio signal, but follows from a combination of this
signal with multimodal contextual information [3, 6, 14].

With these considerations in mind, the MusiClef initiative was
set up, focusing on benchmarked Music-IR evaluation for real-life
use scenarios. As part of this initiative, a professionally annotated
multimodal music data set has been developed, which is introduced
in this paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A general
overview of benchmarking initiatives in Music-IR, and correspond-
ing data sets, is given in Section 2. The motivation for and history
of the MusiClef data set, together with a description of the real-
world auto-tagging use case it was originally intended for, is pre-
sented in Section 3. In Section 4, the multimodal music data set is
described in detail. Not part of the data set, but strongly related to
its use for auto-tagging is a reference implementation we provide
and elaborate on in Section 5. Eventually, we summarize the work
and present possible extensions of the data set in Section 6.

2. BENCHMARKING IN MUSIC-IR
Benchmarking in Music-IR faces several challenges. First of all,

due to copyright restrictions, the music data on which evaluation
takes place can typically not be shared in its original form. Follow-
ing this, it is not trivial to establish transparency in the interpreta-
tion of obtained results.

At present, the most strongly profiled benchmarking forum for
Music-IR tasks is the Music Information Retrieval Eva-
luation eXchange (MIREX), which is held annually as part
of the International Society for Music Informa-
tion Retrieval (ISMIR) Conference. MIREX covers various



Music-IR tasks proposed by the community, ranging from “Audio
Music Similarity and Retrieval” to “Audio Tag Affinity Estimation”
and from “Classical Composer Identification” to “Genre Classifica-
tion”. Different data sets are used, depending on the task. However,
because of the copyright restrictions mentioned above, the eval-
uation data typically cannot be shared with MIREX participants.
Hence, they must locally experiment on their own collections, after
which they submit their algorithms to be run on the evaluation set
by the organizers. Unfortunately, this leads to results that cannot
easily be replicated. Furthermore, the performance of the submit-
ted algorithms strongly depends on the quality of the individual
training sets used by the participating groups.

A recent and promising initiative to overcome these limitations is
the Million Song Dataset (MSD), which allows researchers
to access a number of features from a very large song collection [2].
Features include audio descriptors, lyrics, listening histories, and
semantic tags. In 2012, a music recommendation benchmarking
initiative1 was organized based on this data set. However, the fea-
ture set is static and the used feature extraction algorithms are not
fully public, limiting possibilities to carry out further research on
content description techniques.

In 2011, Yahoo! Labs organized the KDD Cup2 on music
recommendation. This initiative was controversially discussed in
the Music-IR community. On the one hand, the offered real-world
data sets cover an outstanding number of over 300 million ratings
for more than 600,000 music items; on the other hand, the data sets
are very abstract in nature – no information about data items and
users, other than anonymous identifiers, are given. Since the task
was a pure rating prediction task (common in the field of recom-
mendation systems, but not in Music-IR), it was not perceived a
very interesting one by the majority of Music-IR researchers. The
same additional shortcomings as for the MSD Challenge hold as
well.

3. THE MUSICLEF INITIATIVE AND ITS
AUTO-TAGGING CAMPAIGN

3.1 Motivation
As a response to the Music-IR benchmarking issues described in

the previous section, in 2011, a lab named MusiCLEF was run in
the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum3 (CLEF) [9]. In
this lab, major effort was spent on acquiring and annotating data for
Music-IR benchmarking corpora, meeting the following require-
ments:

• The data should consist of multimodal resources, in order to
reflect both content-related and contextual information;

• The data should be relevant to a real-life use case and anno-
tated by professionals;

• The corpora should be as transparent and flexible as possi-
ble. While copyright restrictions still hold for the raw music
data, it should be encouraged that the computed feature de-
scriptors to be shared are computed using implementations
which are clearly documented in literature, and preferably
are publicly available. Furthermore, during benchmarking
runs, the corpora should allow for specialized feature compu-
tation on demand, in which benchmarking participants would
be able to submit their own feature extractors.

1http://www.kaggle.com/c/msdchallenge
2http://kddcup.yahoo.com
3http://www.clef2011.org

MusiCLEF 2011 yielded two corpora and benchmarking task
setups: one dedicated to automated tagging of popular music (auto-
tagging), and one dedicated to identification of classical music vinyl
recordings. In 2012, the auto-tagging task was further refined, and
run as a “MusiClefMultimodal Music Tagging” Brave New Task
in the MediaEval4 multimedia evaluation campaign [8, 7], which
formed the basis for the data set described in this paper. The auto-
tagging task will be described in the following subsection.

3.2 MusiClef 2012 Auto-Tagging Campaign
The use case for the auto-tagging corpus initiated at MusiCLEF

2011was provided by a professional broadcasting service provider.
Frequently, suitable music is sought to accompany broadcasting
productions. In order to make optimal and efficient use of the mu-
sic tracks available in a library, it is then important that these tracks
have meaningful annotations (possibly originating from external re-
sources), which preferably are obtained in an automated way, and
on which automatic searches can be performed. Concrete ques-
tions posed were (1) how to improve the information acquisition
process, extracting the maximum amount of information about mu-
sic recordings from external resources and (2) how to provide good
suggestions of possible usages of music material, minimizing the
amount of manual work. Considering ongoing work in the Music-
IR research field, these problems were connected to the challenge
of music auto-tagging, based on rich multimodal resources.

Music auto-tagging typically involves training a supervised le-
arner on a training data set that associates feature representations
with semantic tags. In order to increase computational efficiency,
optionally some feature selection or dimensionality reduction tech-
nique might be employed to the input feature vectors before train-
ing the classifier. After training is finished, the classifier is used
to predict labels to previously unseen music items. A schematic
illustration of the process can be found in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of a music auto-tagger [18].

For the MusiClef auto-tagging use case, a data set with pop-
ular music was established, for which the commissioning broad-
casting service partner provided song-level annotations by its pro-
fessionals regarding genre and mood5. The benchmark organizers
computed audio features for the songs, and enriched the data by
gathering supporting collaborative annotations and contextual in-
formation from the web.

In its practical setup, the MusiClef 2012 auto-tagging task
was intended to follow best practices from the evaluation cam-

4http://www.multimediaeval.org
5For this use case, the concept of ‘mood’ is related to the usage of
a particular song within a video production.



paigns in the Quaero program6, meant to promote transparency.
In particular, the implementation of the evaluation framework was
made public, and together with this, a reference implementation
was provided. This implementation was not intended to take part
in evaluation result rankings, but to exemplify a naive, nevertheless
comprehensive approach to the benchmarking task, which could
serve as a baseline. Finally, with the release of the MusiClef data
connected to this paper, the ground truth corresponding to the test
data of the auto-tagging campaign will be made public, such that
complete annotation data is available. Further data specifications
are given in the following section.

4. MUSICLEF DATA SET
In this section, we will give the specifications of the data set

connected to this paper. This data set, which can be identified
as MIR:MusiClef:2012:MMSys:version1.0 (see [10] for
the naming rationale), is a revised and expanded version of the data
set that was used for the MusiClef 2012 auto-tagging bench-
marking campaign, which would be identified as
MIR:MusiClef:2012:MediaEval:version1.0. The re-
visions and expansions have been performed such that ground truth
annotations are available for both original train and test split items,
and that the data has been additionally enriched with multimodal
resources in such a way that it will also be useful to Music-IR use
scenarios other than auto-tagging. For the sake of simplicity, we
will refer to our current data set as the MusiClef data set.

Since one of the motivations to generate this data set was mul-
timodality in representing music items, the MusiClef data col-
lection consists of five parts: editorial metadata, audio features,
collaboratively generated user tags, web pages, and the annotation
labels provided by music experts. In Figure 4, we summarize the
parts of the proposed corpus. In Table 1, we provide a formal de-
scription of the corpus using the methodology proposed in [10]. In
the remainder of this section, the corpus components are explained
and specified in further detail.

ANNOTATIONS

RAW CORPUS

1355 Tracks

Audio Features

Web pages

FB-Mel
MFCCs
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Figure 2: Various content types and annotations attached to the
music tracks or artists.
6Quaero is a program promoting research and industrial inno-
vation on technologies for automatic analysis and classification
of multimedia and multilingual documents, gathering around 30
French and German public and private research organizations.

Table 1: Description of the annotated corpus according to [10].
(C1) Corpus ID: MIR:MusiClef:2012:MMSys:version1.0
(A) Raw Corpus
(A1) Definition: The Corpus is made of (a13) sampled real items. The
sampling is a “Popularity-oriented sampling”.
(A2) Type of media diffusion: full duration music items in stereo high-
quality. It should be noted that the audio of the data set is not distributed
but is represented by audio features. These audio features are not consid-
ered as annotation in this table.
(B) Annotations
The data set is multimodal, i.e. the raw corpus is distributed with different
type of annotations.
(B1) Origin: The annotations distributed with this corpus have been ob-
tained by (b15) Manual annotation (expert annotations into Genre and
Mood) and (b12) Aggregation (Last.fm user tags and web pages).
Last.fm tags are obtained by (b14) crowdsourcing.
(B21) Concepts definition: The definition of the concepts (meaning of
the tags of Last.fm, of the words in the text documents, of the genres
and moods) are not given. They are defined by their application to the
specific music items.
(B22) Annotation rules: A vocabulary of annotations, divided into genre
and mood, has been agreed on with the supervisors of a commercial li-
brary of production music. Each song was annotated with at least one tag
for genre and five tags for mood.
(B31) Annotators: The annotation has been made by a group of music
professionals who routinely provide textual descriptors for commercial
music libraries as part of their job.
(B32) Validation / reliability: Since each song was annotated by only
one expert, no cross-checking has been carried out. The time required to
annotate a single song has been logged.
(B4) Annotation tools: Annotators accessed a web interface that ran-
domly assigned them a number of songs to annotate. They could listed to
the whole song through the interface and annotate it using a set of check-
boxes.
(C) Documents and Storing
(C2) Audio identifier: Artist names and track titles are provided.
MusicBrainz identifiers are provided for the artists and the tracks.
(C2) Storage: The data set is accessible at http://www.cp.jku.
at/musiclef. Each type of annotation is stored in a specific file. The
files are available in CSV and XML formats.

4.1 Raw Corpus

Selection of the corpus content
In order to avoid sparsity of particular data sources that are prone
to low data coverage, one of the requirements for the collection
was to select well-known songs by popular artists. This way, we
can expect that enough social tags are available for each song and
enough web pages are available for each artist. We collected the
songs starting from the “Rolling Stone 500 Greatest Songs of All
Time”, which lists songs that have been recorded by a total of 218
different artists.

The initial list of 500 songs was extended by adding at most 8
songs for each artist, obtaining a final list of 1,355 songs. We pur-
posely excluded live versions and cover songs, because recordings
of the former frequently show low audio quality and the latter can
give inconsistencies between tags related to the performer and web
pages related to the composer.

Editorial metadata
Due to the integration of various data sources in the MusiClef
data set, it is crucial for recognition and linking purposes to pro-
vide editorial metadata. We hence include lists of artist, track, and
album names. Furthermore, in order to facilitate cross-linking with
other data sets or information resources, we provide MusicBrainz7

7http://www.musicbrainz.org



identifiers. These are not only provided at the artist level, but —
upon availability — at the track level as well.

Audio features
For copyright reasons, audio can not be distributed. Content is
hence made available through the distribution of pre-computed au-
dio features.

First, a set of low-level features has been computed using the
publicly available MIRtoolbox [4]. For each track, we provide
the following two sets of low-level audio features, each one com-
puted on a frame-basis, i.e. values represent temporally stationary
content descriptors.

FB-Mel are obtained by decomposing the signal through a bank
of 40 triangular filters, distributed on a Mel scale. This de-
scriptor represents a general feature to be used as input for
further processing; in particular, it is used for computing the
following descriptor.

MFCC Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients are the most widely
used audio features in speech processing [12]. They are ob-
tained by computing a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
over the logarithm of FB-Mel descriptors. This allows to
decorrelate the various dimensions of the feature vectors.
The first 20 coefficients are included in the data set.

In addition to these low-level features, and different from the
basic features provided in the MSD, we further offer features com-
puted by two state-of-the-art audio feature extraction algorithms
[17] and [11].

BLF Block-Level Features are a combination of several features
that model temporal aspects of the audio by dividing the sig-
nal into blocks [17].

PS09 The MIREX submission made by Pohle and Schnitzer in
2009 is an aggregation of features that describe rhythmic as-
pects (Fluctuation Patterns, Onset Patterns, and Onset Co-
efficients) and features that model timbre (MFCCs, Spectral
Contrast Coefficients, and two highly specialized descriptors
Harmonicness and Attackness) [11].

We provide feature vectors and similarity estimates between all
tracks, where the algorithms produce those. Both algorithms per-
formed very well in various MIREX tasks (in particular, “Audio
Music Similarity” and several auto-tagging tasks) during the past
few years.

4.2 Annotations / Music Context

Manual annotations by experts (track level)
All songs in the data set have been manually annotated by a group
of professional music consultants. The expertise of these annota-
tors include providing textual descriptors to commercial music li-
braries, in particular for production music where tags are used as
the primary means to select music soundtracks for video broad-
casts. The vocabulary of tags was defined in tight collaboration
with music consultants, and it was initially composed of 355 tags:
167 for genre and 188 for mood. Manual tagging was carried out
through a web interface, from which it was possible to listen to the
complete songs and select the associated tags through a number of
checkboxes, divided in genre and mood. Annotators were required
to provide at least one tag for genre and five tags for mood. Songs
were randomly assigned to annotators and were presented in ran-
dom order. Each song has been tagged by one annotator.

Table 2: A subset of the tags used by the professional annota-
tors.

Category Tags
Genre bossanova, country rock, hymn, orchestral pop,

slide blues
Mood alarm, awards, catchy, danger, glamour, military,

scary, smooth, trance

From the initial set, we kept only the tags that have been assigned
to at least 10 songs, obtaining a final list of 94 tags. A subset of
the tags is reported in Table 2, from which it can be seen that both
mood and genre tags cover a variety of categories.

User tags (track level)
We used the API provided by Last.fm8 to gather the collabora-
tive user tags associated to each song. More precisely, we used the
function track.getTopTags. The distribution of social tags across
songs is not uniform, ranging from only one tag – for about 3% of
the songs – to more than 200 tags – for about 20 songs. For each
tag, it is also reported the weight assigned by the Last.fm API,
which is an integer number between 0 and 100.

Web pages (artist and release level)
Web pages covering music-related topics have been used success-
fully as data source for various Music-IR tasks, in particular for
information extraction (e.g., band membership [16], artist recom-
mendation [1], and similarity measurement [19, 15]. The text-
based features extracted from such web pages are often referred to
as cultural or community metadata since they typically capture the
knowledge or opinions of a large number of people or institutions.
They therefore represent aspects of the “music context”.

We first query Google to retrieve up to 100 URLs for each artist
in the data set. Subsequently, we fetch the web content available
at these URLs. Since the resulting pages typically contain a lot
of unrelated documents, we add additional keywords to the search
query, employing an approach similar to [19]. We crawled various
sets of web pages in six different languages, to further foster lin-
guistic multimodality – English, German, Swedish, French, Italian,
and Spanish. We used the following query scheme:

"artist name"
(+music|+musik|+musique|+musica)

In addition, we performed another crawl, including album names,
using the query scheme:

"artist name" "album name" +music

We restricted this crawl to English in order to avoid reducing cov-
erage, presuming that much fewer web pages are available on the
album level. Table 3 gives some statistics on the corresponding data
set.

We provide the actual web pages, corresponding URLs, Lucene9

indices, and tf · idf feature vectors over the entire terms in the cor-
pus. Including the raw web pages enables extracting structural in-
formation and derive additional features. In addition to the sets of
web pages, we provide pre-computed term weight vectors. Taking
into account the findings of a recent large scale study on modeling
term weight vectors from artist-related web pages [15], we first de-
scribe each artist as a virtual document, by simply concatenating
8http://www.last.fm
9http://lucene.apache.org



Table 3: A summary of the web-page-data set.

Lang. Query Scheme Pages Terms
English "artist" +music 20,907 1,828,291
German "artist" +musik 21,343 1,759,041
French "artist" +musique 20,907 1,787,870
Italian "artist" +musica 21,342 1,447,465
Spanish "artist" +musica 21,467 1,345,758
Swedish "artist" +musik 21,487 1,668,628
English "artist" "album" +music 52,626 3,257,695

the HTML documents retrieved for the artist. We then compute per
virtual artist document the term frequencies (tf ) in absolute num-
bers, and the inverse document frequencies (idf ), again interpreting
as document each virtual artist document.

5. MUSICLEF 2012 REFERENCE CODE
While not intended as a part of the formal corpus, in order to

illustrate corpus usage for a concrete use case, we also provide the
reference implementation that was released as part of the Musi-
Clef 2012 auto-tagging benchmarking campaign. To this end,
Gaussian models were trained on the audio MFCC representations.
Jointly with the Last.fm user tags and tf · idf web page features,
classification was applied through a 1-nearest neighbor approach,
using as proximity measures symmetrized Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence (for audio) and cosine similarity (for text). The evaluation
code, focused on several common Information Retrieval measures
(accuracy, recall, precision, specificity, and F-measure), is released
together with this reference implementation.

Finally, noting the large diversity in the professional tag vocab-
ulary, we conjectured that different types of tags (e.g., contrast
‘hopeful’ to ‘travel’) may need different types of approaches in
terms of modalities. Therefore, we made a functional categoriza-
tion of the tags (also released as part of the reference implemen-
tation, see [8] for further details) to allow a deeper result analysis,
including categories related to affect, genre, sound quality, but also
specific occasions or places for which the song would be appropri-
ate.

Employing our reference implementation, we ran evaluations for
several fusion strategies, obtaining results for five cases: (1) con-
sideration of audio features only, (2) consideration of user tag fea-
tures only, (3) consideration of web page features only, (4) majority
vote, considering all three data resources, and only keeping tags in-
dicated by at least two of the resources, and (5) taking the union of
the tags obtained for each of the three data resources. F-measure re-
sults for these different fusion strategies and obtained on our func-
tional categorization are illustrated in Figure 3, indeed implying
that the usage of resources in different modalities is beneficial.

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We presented the MusiClef data set, a professionally anno-

tated, multimodal collection of popular music. The data set con-
sists of five parts: editorial metadata about the music items (artists,
albums, songs, MusicBrainz identifiers), audio features, web
pages, collaborative tags, and professional annotations.

Although the data set is in a stable state as of September 2012,
the highly dynamic nature of some data sources included, in partic-
ular web pages and collaborative tags, demands for updating these
parts of the collection. For instance, to include news about an artist
that might influence human perception of his or her music it is nec-
essary to re-crawl the web page set from time to time.

Figure 3: F-measure values for different data fusion strategies
(indicated in the legend), considered per tag category. The cor-
respondence between horizontal axis indices and categories is:
(1) activity/energy, (2) affective state, (3) atmosphere, (4) other,
(5) situation: occasion, (6) situation: physical, (7) sociocultural:
genre, (8) sound: temporal, (9) sound: timbral.

We further plan to incorporate microblog data gathered from
Twitter10. It has been shown that microblogs are a valuable data
source for music similarity and retrieval tasks [13]. However, as
Twitter is very restrictive in making publicly available their user
data by means other than their API, we are not allowed to share the
actual microblogs. We are hence evaluating way to share higher
level representations, for instance, instead of the microblogs them-
selves, we may be able to share artist, album, and song names that
are mentioned in tweets.

We are also considering to include representations of album cov-
ers. As it has been shown that information derived from images of
album cover artwork can be used for music tagging purposes [5],
this would further strengthen the multimodality of the data set. But
again, we have to carefully take into account possible copyright
restrictions, and will thus only be able to include features such as
color histograms.

In summary, we believe that the MusiClef data set represents
a truly multimodal set that should be established as a standard data
set for multimodal music retrieval tasks. The set is publicly avail-
able for download from http://www.cp.jku.at/musiclef.
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